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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your network contains an Active Directory domain. The domain
contains two domain controllers named DO and DC2. DC! and DC2
host an Active Directory-integrated DNS zone named contoso.com
You have two DNS Client Subnets named Subnet1 and Subnet2.
You plan to create two DNS records for www.contoso.com. One
record will point to 10.1.23, and the other record will point
to 172.23.6.5.
You need to ensure that www.contoso.com resolves to:
* 10.1.2.3 from Subnet1
A. one DNS query resolution policy, two DNS zone delegations,
and the DNS records
B. one DNS zone scope, two DNS query resolution policies, and
the DNS records
C. one DNS query resolution policy, two DNS zone delegations,
and the DNS records
D. one DNS recursion policy, two DNS zone delegations, and the
DNS records
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a computer that runs Windows 7. You have a system
image of the computer. You need to restore a single file from
the system image. You must achieve this goal in the
minimum amount of time. What should you do first?
A. Restart the computer and run System Image Recovery.
B. From Backup and Restore, select Restore my files.
C. From Disk Management, select Attach VH
D. Restart the computer and run System Restore.
Answer: C
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Under which three conditions will a Cisco 9971 IP Phone request
the "xmldefault.cnf.xml" file from a TFTP server in a Cisco
Unified CM cluster? (Choose three)
A. The phone is registered to the CUCM cluster but need to
update its firmware
B. Auto-registration is disabled on CUCM cluster
C. The phone is attempting to change from SIP firmware to SCCP
firmware
D. The phone is attempting to register to the CUCM cluster for
the first time
E. The phone has not yet been defined in the CUCM database
F. Auto-registration is enabled on CUCM cluster
Answer: D,E,F
Explanation:
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Explanation:
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